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Automate your site search, right now! Orca Search is a powerful search engine that can help you rank higher in the search engines and attract more visitors to your site. This search engine crawls the sites of your choosing, indexed them and then presents a highly-configurable search result interface to visitors. Orca Search is easy to install on any type of web hosting
package. It is self-updating and self-spidering. All of your indexed data will be "timestamp stamped" to the database; all of your indexed pages will also be indexed and cross-referenced in the database. Orca Search works with any other free PHP script you run on your hosting account, allowing you to easily add search results to your existing site. All of the data can be
viewed on the back-end of the control panel for easy control. Orca Search works well with existing search engines, such as Google and Alta Vista. So, once you have installed Orca Search, you can add it to your existing search engines to have them crawl and index your data. Orca Search is the most comprehensive search engine you will ever see on the web. The Orca
Search crawls data from over 15 different methods and sources. It can also spider the sites of your choice with just one click. The Orca Search spidering algorithm is currently being compared against Google's, and while it is not perfect it is much better. You can expect the spidering to happen within the first minutes of searching, and then to return search results
within seconds. This means that the Orca Search can index a site and search it's content within minutes, rather than the hours it takes Google. What can Orca Search do for you? The Orca Search can easily be setup on your web server so that you can begin indexing and spidering your site or sites. You can choose to have Orca Search spider everything on your site, or
you can just index your site's main content, like a search engine would. You will be amazed how much the Orca Search spidering can add to your site. If you are looking to get more traffic to your site, then the Orca Search will have you covered. You can also use the search results to link to pages on your site, as well as email addresses, contact information, social
bookmarking sites, etc. Orca Search is easily the most powerful search engine you will ever use. The results it returns will be much
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Orca Search

The Orca Search is a useful self-spidering site search engine script written in PHP and using MySQL to index data. The data indexed can be quickly searched through by visitors via an intuitive interface. This is a full-text search, not an index-word search; this provides a few key benefits such as: complete language independence, fast spidering and highly accurate
searching. However, as a result of this design, the script will only usefully scale to sites with 1,000 ~ 2,000 pages. Decent spider crawl and search return times have been reported for indexes with up to 10,000 pages, but such results are not typical. Orca Search is the perfect tool for quickly getting a quick overview of a web site. Once you have finished searching, you
can easily grab a page's text using the available.PHP output files. A typical Orca Search index contains the following: - Meta Tags - Site Description - Page Title - Description - All Text - All Link Text - Images (HTML or GIF) - JavaScript - CSS - The Web Site's URL - Full UTF-8 text from each page - Database text file with UNICODE The Orca Search is a useful self-
spidering site search engine script written in PHP and using MySQL to index data. The data indexed can be quickly searched through by visitors via an intuitive interface. Here are some key features of "Orca Search": ￭ Easy setup: Run your control panel in seconds, your first spider in minutes ￭ Automatic site spidering - self updating database Better searching
algorithm - search for phrases, important and negative matches, even by indexed filetype ￭ Searches in: Page text, Title, Keywords, and URIs Full UTF-8 searching support Optional Latin accent matching (eg. "a" will match "�" and "�") Search text captured from PDFs, JPEGs and more with an extensible plugin interface ￭ Keeps a log of search queries made Search
caching to decrease processor load Easy to use control panel GUI Multiple output formats: (X)HTML, RSS 2.0, or make your own! Can use the search database to generate a Google ￭ Sitemap Can output a compressed Javascript version of the engine for use with offline mirrors Description: The Orca Search is a useful self-spidering site search engine script written in
PHP
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What's New In Orca Search?

Orca Search is a database-driven full-text search engine designed specifically to index the majority of web-accessible data. This is achieved by spidering the site for all textual data, and indexing it into the search engine database. This allows the index to become an up-to-date repository for data not found on the site itself. Search results are presented via an intuitive
and powerful control panel. This allows end-users to submit search queries directly and instantly see the results. However, the data indexed is limited to the contents of static pages, such as HTML files, images, GIFs, PDFs and JPEGs. This means the index can only search a small amount of content before becoming useless. It also means that the "self-spidering" aspect
is limited to static pages; however, the spider's search rate is highly efficient. The spider will spider your site within a few minutes, even for a large site. This is done automatically, with no manual intervention required. The spider works in a highly-reliable fashion, and will search the site's HTML and other textual data for key words and phrases; returning results
whenever it finds the data. For best results, make sure that a clean index is built at least every week, and that the site's content changes every week. This will allow the spider to build an up-to-date index, and provide faster search results. The indexing is very quick, and once built, is extremely efficient. Pages from a new site are indexed and searchable in just a few
minutes. This is great for sites with long-term content (e.g. a news site, or a dictionary), where the site's content needs to be updated from time to time. The index database is also highly scalable. Because all indexing is done via the MySQL database, Orca Search is able to easily grow to accommodate much larger sites, and provide even faster search times. The index
database is a self-updating database, and so index data is never removed. However, if the database is overloaded (e.g. with many new pages), search times will increase to a point where the database becomes almost unusable. This will occur because a large site will have a lot of data in it, so spiders will have a very difficult time discovering all of this data. To address
this problem, Orca Search includes an optional full-text spider plugin that allows spiders to be updated automatically. Using this plugin, the spider will crawl the site at regular intervals. These updates will be automatically added to the database, so the database will never become overloaded. The search engine's engine uses a database-based index to search the sites'
contents, rather than an arbitrary-searched index (such as word-find or other commonly-used "natural language" type). This provides a few key benefits: Complete
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System Requirements For Orca Search:

• Internet connection • English language • Multi-touch device with built-in camera • Screen resolution of at least 1,024 × 768 pixels Furry friends are more than just fuzzy fun—they’re real, too! Play this game to see and interact with some of your favorite cartoon friends, from SuperMario Bros to Pokemon! Play as your favorite characters from Cartoon Network’s
favorite TV shows, movies, and video games. Jump, climb, fight, collect and play. FEATURES
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